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Graph-based intermediate representations (IRs) are widely used for powerful compiler optimizations, either

interprocedurally in pure functional languages, or intraprocedurally in imperative languages. Yet so far, no

suitable graph IR exists for aggressive global optimizations in languages with both effects and higher-order

functions: aliasing and indirect control transfers make it difficult to maintain sufficiently granular dependency

information for optimizations to be effective. To close this long-standing gap, we propose a novel typed graph

IR combining a notion of reachability types to track aliasing with an expressive effect system to compute precise

and granular effect dependencies, while supporting local reasoning and separate compilation. Our high-level

graph IR imposes lexical structure to represent structured control flow and nesting, enabling aggressive and

yet inexpensive code motion, instruction selection, and other optimizations for impure higher-order programs.

We formalize the new graph IR based on a 𝜆-calculus with a reachability type-and-effect system along with a

specification of various optimizations. We present performance case studies for CUDA tensor kernel fusion,

symbolic execution of LLVM IR, and SQL query compilation in the Scala LMS compiler framework using the

new graph IR. We observe significant speedups of up to 21𝑥 .
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1 INTRODUCTION
Graph-based intermediate representations (IRs) are an attractive alternative to simpler tree-based

IRs (such as abstract syntax trees, ASTs) for program optimizations. Graphs are sparse in nature,
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eliminate redundancy, and exhibit greater locality of information compared to syntax trees. This

avoids ad-hoc reconstruction of non-local information, (e.g., def-use chains), and facilitates imple-

mentations of powerful code motion algorithms and other optimizations. In essence, many forms

of non-local reasoning in the space of program terms map to local reasoning in the space of depen-

dencies between such terms. For instance, common subexpression elimination (CSE) reduces to

hash consing, and dead code elimination (DCE) to graph reachability. Most algebraic optimizations

are also just a matter of local “peephole-style” rewrites on nodes and their immediate neighbors.

Impure vs. Higher-Order: Pick One? Graph IRs are widely used in implementations of pure

functional languages [Elliott et al. 2003; Henriksen et al. 2017; Peyton-Jones 1987; Peyton-Jones

and Salkild 1989; Steuwer et al. 2017]. Pure computation induces only data dependencies, thus

granting high degrees of freedom for moving and rewriting code, and enabling aggressive global and

interprocedural optimizations. Graph IRs are also widely used for intraprocedural optimizations
1
in

imperative language implementations, e.g., “Sea-of-Nodes” IRs [Click and Paleczny 1995] in VMs for

Java [Paleczny et al. 2001] and JavaScript [Titzer 2015]. The presence of effects (e.g., heap accesses)

in those languages limits the scope of optimizations to single functions/methods. To achieve any

kind of non-local optimization, imperative languages rely on aggressive inlining and code duplica-

tion [Stadler et al. 2014]. Thus, to reap the benefits of graph IRs, language designers/implementers

currently have to choose between two extremes: (1) higher-order purely functional languages with

(truly) global optimizations, or (2) imperative languages with limited local optimizations. But what

about the combination? So far, no suitable graph IRs for global, interprocedural optimization exist

in compilers for languages that combine effects and higher-order functions.

Indirection: The Enemy of Local Reasoning. The main reasons for this significant gap are as

follows: (1) higher-order functions introduce imprecise control transfers, (2) aliasing of mutable

references introduces imprecise data dependencies, and (3) combinations, such as heap-allocated

function values, exacerbate these issues. Consequently, it is hard to extract the sufficiently precise

local dependency information that makes graphs useful. Precise dependency extraction is inherently

context sensitive, so one might consider higher-order flow analyses [Midtgaard 2012; Might 2007;

Shivers 1988] as a natural choice to enhance precision. However, analyses like 0-CFA, while tractable,

are imprecise and yield only coarse-grained dependencies. Analyses like 𝑘-CFA, which simulate

execution up to certain context depth 𝑘 > 0, provide improved precision, but can be prohibitively

expensive in practice [Horn and Mairson 2008; Shivers 2004]. Even considering tractable versions

[Might et al. 2010], these analyses are whole-program (i.e., non-modular), propagating information

through iterative fixpoint computations. Thus, it seems that obtaining precise local reasoning first

requires costly non-local reasoning.

The Key: Typed Graphs Tracking Ownership, Separation, and Effects. Fortunately, type
systems, specifically polymorphic and dependent types, provide an alternative approach to tracking

non-local information, replacing propagation via fixpoint iteration with substitution. Hence, we

propose using types to track dependency information, reducing analysis cost and improving modu-

larity. Type inference algorithms are widely available (e.g., [Dolan and Mycroft 2017; Dunfield and

Krishnaswami 2022; Odersky et al. 1999, 2001; Parreaux 2020; Pierce and Turner 2000]), propagate

non-local information effectively, and improve with increased type annotations [Odersky and

Läufer 1996]. Although type inference may have exponential complexity in the worst case, it is
efficient in practice. Unlike 𝑘-CFA, type inference does not require simulating execution up to a

certain context depth 𝑘 but relies on substitution to propagate non-local information and thus

1
Perhaps confusingly, function-level optimizations are sometimes called “global” in the compiler literature in contrast to

“local” block-level optimizations.
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avoids many of the challenges associated with maintaining fine-grained dependency information

for aggressive global optimizations.

Based on these insights, we propose a typed graph IR that strikes a balance between affordable

analysis cost and precision. We build on reachability types [Bao et al. 2021], a dependent type system
tracking sets of reachable term variables. It combines ideas from ownership types [Clarke et al.

2013; Noble et al. 1998] and separation logic [Reynolds 2002]. An additional effect system (inspired

by Gordon [2021]) infers how variables are used (e.g., reads, writes, etc.). Combining reachability

and effects allows for precise, local dependency calculations between graph nodes, including true

(i.e., read-after-write) and anti-dependencies (i.e., write-after-write, write-after-read).
Our graph IR employs (local) type inference for propagating reachability and effects, and serves as

(1) a compilation target of direct-style surface languages, or (2) as part of domain-specific languages

(DSLs). In the first case, user annotations guide inference, following the usual credo that some

annotations are valuable as documentation, and redundant annotations can be avoided. The amount

of required user annotations is reasonable and in the ballpark of Rust [Jung et al. 2021; Matsakis

and Klock 2014]. In the second case, DSL authors leverage the constructive properties and the

constrained nature of DSLs to determine annotations on primitives, which largely eliminates the

need for reachability or effect annotations in user code.

Lexical Structure for Seamless Code Motion and Progressive Lowering. Notably, the new
graph IR features variable binders within nodes, creating a high-level representation of structured

statements with internal control-flow and nesting (e.g., nested functions, conditionals, loops), as

opposed to low-level conditional jumps, and explicit control edges found in traditional “Sea of

Nodes” IRs. This approach offers two main advantages: (1) seamless code motion, allowing for

flexible movement of conditionals, loops, and lambdas, and (2) progressive lowering, enabling

compilers to translate high-level code into successive lower-level representations within the same

IR. For example, early-stage loops can have implicitly parallel semantics without committing to a

specific behavior, enabling later translations to potentially parallelized and vectorized imperative

loop nests. This nesting structure aligns with contemporary IR frameworks such as MLIR [Lattner

et al. 2021], as opposed to earlier platforms like LLVM [Lattner and Adve 2004].

Contributions. In summary, we show that reachability types, effects, and lexical structure

are a key step toward unlocking the potential of graph IRs for impure functional languages. We

present a formal model of the new graph IR, 𝜆∗
G
, which enjoys key soundness properties, including

safety of dependencies. We have also implemented the new graph IR in the Scala LMS compiler

framework [Rompf and Odersky 2010; Rompf et al. 2013], where we demonstrate its effectiveness

in optimizing impure higher-order programs, yielding significant speedups. We make the following

specific contributions:

• Section 2 motivates graph-based global optimizations for impure higher-order functional lan-

guages and shows how they can be realized using our graph IR.

• Section 3 formalizes the graph IR in the 𝜆∗
G
-calculus, a version of Bao et al.’s 𝜆∗-calculus in monadic

normal form (MNF) with reachability types and effects, and extends the calculus with a novel

type-and-effect-directed synthesis of precise effect dependencies. We prove type-and-dependency

safety of 𝜆∗
G
, i.e., that synthesized dependencies respect the order of runtime effects.

• Section 4 discusses extensions, such as additional forms of structured nodes (e.g., conditionals),
soft dependencies which lead to improved dead-code elimination (DCE), and destructive effects

which enforce policies such as affine uses.

• Section 5 covers middle-tier optimizations at the graph level, such as DCE, CSE, and 𝜆-hoisting, all

backed by the underlying equational theory of 𝜆∗
G
. We also showcase how the graph IR supports
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restricted cases of classic higher-order optimizations (e.g., lambda lifting, super-𝛽 inlining), which

can optionally be complemented with fixpoint-based flow analyses.

• Section 6 discusses efficient scheduling and code generation algorithms to transform IR graphs

back into trees and perform backend optimizations. We showcase various optimizations including

code motion, which uses a cheap frequency-estimation heuristic instead of costly flow analyses.

• Section 7 evaluates our graph IR design through detailed case studies and experiments: (1) loop

fusion and kernel fusion [Wang et al. 2019a,b] on CPUs/GPUs, (2) symbolic execution of LLVM

IR [Wei et al. 2020, 2023b], and (3) SQL query compilation [Essertel et al. 2018; Rompf and Amin

2015; Tahboub et al. 2018]. We achieve significant speedups of up to 21𝑥 .

Section 8 discusses related work and Section 9 offers concluding remarks.

2 OVERVIEW: FROM TYPES AND EFFECTS TO GRAPHS AND DEPENDENCIES
In this section, we discuss the challenges of optimizing higher-order languages with effects (such as

Scala and OCaml) and motivate the design of our graph IR. Throughout the paper, we use Scala-like

syntax, but the presented ideas easily map to other impure functional languages.

2.1 Motivating Examples: Optimizing with Graph IRs
Consider a program that creates an array of complex numbers on the unit circle and transforms

them to their conjugates, i.e., maps each complex number 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑖 to 𝑎 − 𝑏𝑖:
case class Complex(re: Double, im: Double)
val compNums = (0 until 100).map { th => Complex(cos(th), sin(th)) } /* : Array[Complex] */
val conjNums = compNums.map { c => Complex(c.re, -c.im) } /* : Array[Complex] */

Fusion and Other Simplifications Using Rewriting. Many compilers for functional high-

performance DSLs [Henriksen et al. 2017; Roesch et al. 2018; Rompf and Odersky 2010; Rompf et al.

2013; Shaikhha et al. 2019; Steuwer et al. 2017] would apply clever optimizations (such as vertical

map fusion: map f ◦ map g = map (f ◦ g), to avoid creating and immediately traversing an array of

heap-allocated Complex objects. Graph IRs represent expressions as nodes, and data dependencies

between expressions as edges. This makes it easy to apply such optimizations, as the two map

operations in the example are immediate neighbors in a dependency graph, irrespective of the

intervening variable bindings.

Why Side-Effects? Clearly, it would be nice to have comparable optimizations in a full general-

purpose language with side effects. But even taken in isolation, the pure functional approach of

context-free rewriting has clear limitations: (1) supporting other kinds of traversals such as map,

reduce, zip leads to an explosion of fusion rules, and (2) if both compNums and conjNums are used later,

vertical fusion of compNums into conjNums still leaves two loops, where we need horizontal fusion to

merge them. Through a progressive lowering approach, exposing selected side effects and attempting

fusion in the example, e.g.,
val compNums, conjNums = new Array[Complex](100) /* explicit allocation */
for (th ← 0 until 100) {
val re = cos(th); val im = sin(th)
compNums(th) = Complex(re, im) /* explicit assignment */
conjNums(th) = Complex(re, -im)

}

leads tomore uniform and generic handling of multiple fusion scenarios compared to pure functional

simplification (cf. Section 7.1). But of course, this requires precise reasoning about effects and

dependencies, while still working in a higher-order setting.
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Changing Data Representation. Many other non-trivial optimizations can be performed locally
by looking at the neighbors of a node, e.g., transforming from an “array-of-struct (AoS)” to “struct-

of-array (SoA)” layout that disentangles the array of complex numbers compNums into two arrays of

the real and imaginary components. This transformation changes the data layout, yielding a better

fit for SIMD or GPU execution. In the transformed code, there are no explicit Complex objects left:

val compRe, compIm, conjRe, conjIm = new Array[Double](100)
for (th ← 0 until 100) {
val re = cos(th); val im = sin(th)
compRe(th) = re; compIm(th) = im /* compNums */
conjRe(th) = re; conjIm(th) = -im /* conjNums */

}

Clearly, care must be taken here to ensure that reordered operations are noninterfering. A compiler

using a graph IR can also recognize that the computation does not change the real parts of the

numbers and altogether eliminate the conjRe array. Downstream uses of conjNums can share the array

of real components with compNums.

Moving Code Around Freely. Another benefit of using a graph IR is cheap code motion. A code

motion algorithm converts a graph into a tree and decides the hierarchy and ordering according to

dependencies and heuristics (cf. Section 6). Let us add a conditional selection:

val result = if (cond) { (compRe, compIm) /* compNums */ }
else { (compRe, conjIm) /* conjNums */ }

If the rest of the computation only uses either branch via result, then the previous conjIm computation

is wasteful. Code motion will move it directly into the else-branch:

val result = if (cond) { (compRe, compIm) } else {
val conjIm = new Array[Double](100)
for (th ← 0 until 100) { conjIm(th) = -compIm(th) }
(compRe, conjIm)

}

On the other hand, for blocks that may be executed multiple times (such as loops and functions), it

is preferable to compute as much as possible before the block, so a code motion algorithm would

attempt to place instructions as little as possible inside these blocks.

2.2 Data and Effect Dependencies
We now switch to informal but thorough explanations of our graph IR. We use A-normal form

(ANF) [Flanagan et al. 1993] to represent programs as sequential blocks binding each operation to

a unique variable, which permits a straightforward reading as a directed graph. Fundamental to

optimizing impure higher-order programs are dependencies exposing local information at nodes.

Data Dependencies. The first and most obvious kind are data dependencies which coincide

with free-variable occurrences in terms. We draw them as directed dotted edges, connecting nodes

val x1 = 1
val x2 = 2
val x3 = x1 + x2

x1 : 1

x2 : 2

x3 : +

with free occurrences to the respective nodes with binding occurrences.

We draw ANF terms (i.e., nodes) as white boxes labeled with their

(unique) name. These nodes are also labeled with the operand of the

term, but we often omit it in examples.

Effect Dependencies. We have further kinds of dependencies that induce a partial ordering over

out

. . .

x1

x2

x3

out

out

out

out

effectful operations. Such a dependency imposes a strict before-after execu-

tion/scheduling order. Consider the following program that prints a sequence of

messages to standard output (out):

val x1 = println(out, "hello") / {out ↦→ last-use-out}
val x2 = println(out, "changed") / {out ↦→ x1}
val x3 = println(out, "world") / {out ↦→ x2}
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We annotate the variable bindings with effect-dependency mappings. A dependency mapping

𝑥 ↦→ 𝑦 indicates an effectful use of the operand 𝑥 by the annotated node, and 𝑦 is the node where

𝑥 was last used, or the start of a block (cf. Section 2.3). For example, out ↦→ x1 above denotes that

node x2 prints to out, and the last prior print operation to out happens at node x1, therefore the

execution/scheduling of x2 should happen after x1. We draw effect dependencies as directed solid

edges in teal, labeled with the name of the used resource, and connect a node using the resource

to the node that last used it. In the drawing on the right, all prior uses are subsumed under “. . . ”.

Notably, pure expressions are recognizable by having an empty effect-dependency mapping.

Nodes can induce effects on multiple operands/resources, which will each appear in the depen-

dency mapping’s domain. Consider printing to two files out and err:

val x1 = println(out, "ok 1") / {out ↦→ last-use-out}
val x2 = println(err, "bad") / {err ↦→ last-use-err}
val x3 = println(out, "ok 2") / {out ↦→ x1}
val x4 = println(err, "bad") / {err ↦→ x2}

. . . x1

. . . x2

x3

x4

out

err
out

err

Since node x2 writes to err and only needs to depend on the last node printing to err, node x3 can

depend on x1, skipping x2. Optimizations/code motion may use this fact to rearrange x2 after x3.

Hard and Soft Dependencies. Effect dependencies induce an unbreakable “hard” ordering

requirement which is sometimes overly strict, especially in programs involving memory allocations,

reads, and writes. Consider the following snippet that consecutively writes numbers to a heap-

allocated cell and finally reads from that cell:

val x1 = new Ref(0); val x2 = (x1 := 1); val x3 = (x1 := 2); !x1

Note that the assignment to x1 at node x2 is immediately overwritten at node x3, and it is thus

unnecessary to generate code for x2. However, the last use of x1 at x3 points to x2, and the effect

dependency notion so far prevents eliminating x2. We solve this issue with soft dependencies
(cf. Section 4.2), and by further classifying effectful uses of operands as read or writes. Nodes with

only soft dependencies may be eliminated but still need to be taken into account for ordering.

The above example exposes the “write-after-write” pattern and induces a soft dependency from

x3 to x2. Another pattern inducing soft dependency is “write-after-read”, for example:

val x1 = new Ref(0) / {𝜔 ↦→ ...}ℎ {}𝑠
val x2 = !x1 / {x1 ↦→ x1}ℎ {}𝑠
val x3 = (x1 := 42) / {}ℎ {x1 ↦→ x2}𝑠

. . . x1

x2

x3

𝜔
x1

x1

Subscripts (ℎ and 𝑠) distinguish the hard from soft dependencies, which are depicted by dashed teal

edges. Here, x3 soft-depends on node x2, meaning that x2 can never be executed/scheduled after x3.

However, for x3, it is not necessary to be executed/scheduled after x2. So we could safely eliminate

x2 if it has no further use in the program. Note that reference allocations (e.g., x1) induce a read
effect on the node 𝜔 , which represents a global allocation capability. Once a reference is allocated,

it is tracked with hard/soft dependencies, and it may have multiple soft dependencies:

val x1 = new Ref(0) / {𝜔 ↦→ ...}ℎ {}𝑠
val x2 = (x1 := 21) / {}ℎ {x1 ↦→ x1}𝑠
val x3 = !x1 / {x1 ↦→ x2}ℎ {}𝑠
val x4 = (x1 := 42) / {}ℎ {x1 ↦→ [x2, x3]}𝑠

. . . x1

x2

x3

x4

𝜔
x1

x1

x1

x1

Read and Write Effects. A read effect (e.g., at x3) results in a hard dependency on the last write.

In contrast, a write effect (e.g., at x2 and x4) induces soft dependencies on the last write and all reads

after that write. The assignment at x2 is the first effectful use of x1, hence the soft dependency points

to the node declaring x1. It is safe to eliminate x2 and x3, as long as x3 has no further occurrence.

The choice of read/write effects needs to be individually determined for each kind of operation,

and our approach supports effect-specific optimizations. Consider the following examples of

different kinds of “read” operations and their effects:
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/* file I/O; read is also a write */
val f1 = read(fd) / {fd ↦→ last-write-fd}ℎ {}𝑠
val f2 = read(fd) / {fd ↦→ f1}ℎ {}𝑠
/* memory allocation; reads next store address */
val a1 = alloc(4) / {𝜔 ↦→ block-start}ℎ {}𝑠
val a2 = alloc(4) / {𝜔 ↦→ block-start}ℎ {}𝑠

/* randomness; non-idempotent read */
val r1 = random() / {𝜌 ↦→ block-start}ℎ {}𝑠
val r2 = random() / {𝜌 ↦→ block-start}ℎ {}𝑠
/* references; idempotent reads, permitting CSE */
val x1 = !x / {x ↦→ last-write-x}ℎ {}𝑠
val x2 = !x / {x ↦→ last-write-x}ℎ {}𝑠

We categorize file I/O, memory allocation, and randomness differently from mutable references.

File-system reads create hard dependencies and are considered both read and write effects due to the
implicit change in the file cursor’s state. However, soft dependency for files is unsafe, e.g., removing

f1 would change the behavior of the program, even if f1 is never used. Memory allocation involves

heap reads but does not require ordering, allowing removal of unused allocations (cf. Section 7.3).

Reading random numbers alters the generator 𝜌 , but is treated as a non-idempotent read since the

order is insignificant. A local CSE rule can be defined for multiple reference reads (cf. Section 5.1),

which is not applicable to the other operations mentioned due to their idempotency.

Aliasing and Reachability. As shown above, the key of dependency tracking is identifying the

last use of effectful resources. This is less straightforward if resources are aliased through multiple

bindings, closed over by first-class functions, or other data structures. It is crucial to track aliasing

to maintain fine-grained dependencies, which would otherwise become useless for optimizations.

We use reachability types [Bao et al. 2021] for tracking sets of aliased variables in types. Consider

the following example of two aliased references:

/* x1: Ref[Int]{x1} */
val x1 = new Ref(0) / {𝜔 ↦→ ...}ℎ {}𝑠
/* x2: Ref[Int]{x1, x2}

*/
val x2 = x1 / {}ℎ {}𝑠
val x3 = (x1 := 1) /* @wr(x1) */ / {}ℎ {x1 ↦→ x1}𝑠
val x4 = (x2 := 2) /* @wr(x1,x2) */ / {}ℎ {x1 ↦→ x3, x2 ↦→ x3}𝑠

. . . x1

x2

x3

x4

𝜔

x1

x1 x2

The type of x2 is an integer reference. The reachability type system annotates it with a set of vari-

ables {x1, x2}, i.e., the aliases of x2. We make use of this fact at x4, inferring dependencies for each

alias of the assignment target, informed by effect types. That is, we assign effects to reachability

sets, e.g., writing x2 induces the @wr(x1,x2) effect on x2 and all its aliases (dually, the @rd(_) effect

indicates a read), and effects determine the dependency mappings (cf. Section 3). Dependency

tracking thus remains precise even in the presence of aliasing.

For simplicity, we conflate reachability and aliasing, but the former is actually a stronger relation,

e.g., x1’s set remains unaffected by the subsequent alias x2. This is a key aspect of the type system:

if two entities are aliased, then their reachability sets will overlap, which is sufficient for reasoning

about program properties and optimization opportunities, and avoids more complex alias analysis.

2.3 Block Structure
Instructions are implicitly grouped as blocks via their dependencies. In contrast to traditional “Sea-

of-Nodes” IRs (e.g., Graal [Duboscq et al. 2013] and V8), our IR’s blocks have bound variables, so

that we can directly represent nested blocks and function definitions without a known control-flow

predecessor. “Sea-of-Nodes” IRs do not support these features.

A block ends with the return variable and summary of the effect dependencies at the block’s

return position, including their last effectful use. Here is an example block labeled 𝜆z.x3/𝛿 :
{ /* z => block with implicit binder */
val x1 = println(out, "str1") / {out ↦→ z}
val x2 = println(out, "str2") / {out ↦→ x1}
val x3 = 42 / {}
x3 / {out ↦→ x2}

}

𝑧 out

x1

x2

x3

𝜆 •.•/•

out

out

out
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1 val c = new Ref(0)
2

3 /* inc : (Int => Int @rd(c)@wr(c)){c} */
4 def inc(x0: Int) = {
5 val x1 = !c / {c ↦→ x0}
6 val x2 = c := x1 + x0 / {c ↦→ x1}
7 val x3 = !c / {c ↦→ x2}
8 x3 / {c ↦→ x3}
9 } / {}
10

11 val u = (c := 21) / {c ↦→ c}
12

13 /* function call to be inlined */
14 val r = inc(42) / {c ↦→ u}
15

16 val a = (c := 0) / {c ↦→ r}
17 val p = println(out, r) / {out ↦→ ...}

x0

Function Definition

c

x1

x2

x3

𝜆 •.•/•

c

c

c

c

c

Call Site

𝜆inc(x0)

u

r

42

a out

p . . .
out

c

c

c

⇒
c

Call Site (After Inlining)

𝜆inc(x0)

u

x1

x2

42

x3

a out

p . . .
out

c

c

c

c

c

Fig. 1. Example: Function inlining and dependency rewiring. Left: Function definition using blocks with

binders. Middle: Dependency of a function application. Right: Inlining the function at node r rewires the

caller and callee dependencies (highlighted in red). The type of function inc indicates that it closes over the

reference c and induces read/write effects on it. This effect informs the dependency on c at the call site r.

The return variable x3 of the block includes the dependency on out at node x2. Transitively, this will

also include the println effect on out at node x1. The first effectful operation in a block depends on

the bound variable provided by the enclosing structure, e.g., a function’s formal parameter.

Crucially, unlike traditional SSA/CFG IRs that use jump instructions at the terminal position to

represent control transfer, our IR directly supports nesting and bindings, thus retaining a more direct

representation of higher-order programs in the graph. This design choice allows us to efficiently

perform frequency estimation and code motion (cf. Section 6.2).

Blocks can be used to compose larger elements, such as conditionals, loops, and function abstrac-

tions. Conditional nodes consist of a symbol referring to the conditional expression, and two nested

blocks representing the two branches. Similarly, a loop node has a single symbol and a single block:

val x1 = if (cond) 𝑏1 else 𝑏2
val x2 = while (cond) 𝑏

z1 z2
.
.
.

.

.

.

cond b1 : 𝜆 •.•/• b2 : 𝜆 •.•/•

x1 : if (•) • else •

z
.
.
.

cond b : 𝜆 •.•/•

x2 : while (•) •

Using the block structure, a potentially recursive function abstraction can be syntactically repre-

sented as a self-reference symbol 𝑓 , a formal parameter 𝑥 , and a block 𝑏, i.e., 𝜆𝑓 (𝑥).𝑏.

2.4 Function Abstraction
Typing Functions with Latent Effects. Free variables captured by functions are considered

reachable by the function and hence occur in the function type’s reachability qualifier. The following

example shows a heap-allocated cell and a function that increments it and returns the new value:

val c = new Ref(0) /* c: Ref[Int]{c}*/

/* inc: (Int => Int @rd(c)@wr(c)){c} */
def inc(y: Int) = { val old = !c; c := old + y; val res = !c; res }

The comments precisely describe the type of c and inc. The function type of inc has a qualifier {c},

which is the combined reachable set of all its free variables, and @rd(c)@wr(c) indicates the function’s

latent effects: inc can read and write reference c.

Dependency Abstraction. Figure 1 (left) shows the ANF version of function inc with dependen-

cies (Line 3-9). A function definition is pure and hence has no effect dependency (Line 9). However,

inside the function, the formal parameter x0 is not only a placeholder for an unknown value, but
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Graph IR Syntax 𝜆∗
G

𝑔 ::= x | let 𝑥 = 𝑏 • 𝛿 in 𝑔 Graph

𝑏 ::= 𝑛 | 𝑔 Binding

𝑛 ::= 𝜄 | x x | refx x | ! x | x := x Graph Node

𝜄 ::= 𝑐 | 𝜆𝑥.(𝑔 • 𝛿) | refℓ ℓ Introduction

Δ, 𝛿 ::= x ↦→ x Dependency

𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧 ∈ Var Variable

ℓ,𝑤 ∈ Loc Location

x, y, z ::= 𝑥 | ℓ Name

𝑣 ::= ℓ Value

𝑝, 𝑞, 𝜺, 𝜑 ∈ P
fin
(Var ⊎ Loc) Qualifier/Effect

𝑆,𝑇 ,𝑈 ::= 𝐵 | (𝑥 : 𝑇 𝑞) →𝜺 𝑇 𝑞 | Ref 𝑇 Type

Γ ::= ∅ | Γ, 𝑥 : 𝑇 𝑞
Typing Context

Σ ::= ∅ | Σ, ℓ : 𝑇 𝑞
Store Typing

𝜺1 ▷ 𝜺2 := 𝜺1 ∪ 𝜺2 Sequential Composition

Fig. 2. Term and type syntax of the graph IR 𝜆∗
G
.

also a placeholder for unknown dependencies at call sites. In this example, the node that first reads

c depends on the parameter x0 (Line 5), hence it will be scheduled at the block’s start.

There are two abstractions here: (1) The function parameter can be a dependency for operations

in the function’s body; (2) functions need to return a dependency mapping that summarizes last-use

information. Using them together enables a modular, context-insensitive way to specify dependency

for functions. Next, we discuss how dependencies are instantiated at call sites.

Connecting and Rewiring Dependencies. Consider the call site at Line 11-17 in Figure 1, which

has an application of inc in-between two operations over c (Line 14). From the type of inc (Line 3)

we know that it performs effects over its captured resource c. Hence, call sites of inc should include

dependencies of c, which is {c ↦→ u} in this example. In the rest of the block, the next operation of c

(Line 16) also depends on the application (i.e., {c ↦→ r}).

Figure 1 (right) shows the graphs of inc’s definition, and the call site before and after inlining inc.

We can observe the following difference (highlighted in red): (1) the function body replaces r, and

the parameter in the body has been replaced with the call’s argument 42; (2) the dependency of

the body’s first node pointing to the formal parameter x0 is rewired to the upstream node u at the

call site; (3) any downstream dependency to the function application r is rewired with the actual

last effectful operation in the function body (using the information from the function’s return

dependency). We call the second and third changes “dependency rewiring”.

3 CORE GRAPH IR
We sketch the formal theory and metatheory of the typed graph IR 𝜆∗

G
,
2
proving syntactic type

soundness and correctness properties of effect-dependency synthesis. The core system presented

here supports only “hard” dependencies, with soft dependencies being covered in Section 4.2.

We also omit other non-essential features like untracked values, recursive 𝜆-abstractions, higher-

order mutable references, and type polymorphism. Those can be supported by basing the 𝜆∗
G
IR on

polymorphic reachability types [Wei et al. 2023a].

From ANF to MNF. So far, we motivated the 𝜆∗
G
IR in Section 2 informally in ANF (i.e., flat

sequences of named atomic expressions), which is also used by our Scala LMS implementation.

Now we generalize from ANF to monadic normalform (MNF) [Hatcliff and Danvy 1994], allowing

nested let bindings. This permits decomposing complex transformations into more elementary

steps, simplifying reasoning in 𝜆∗
G
’s metatheory. For instance, function inlining in LMS (Figure 1)

while straightforward in its implementation is quite involved when viewed syntactically because

of the need to maintain the “flat” ANF syntax, and requires simultaneous substitution, flattening,

and dependency rewiring of the function body. So, using evaluation contexts, an atomic formal

2
The full details, including soundness proofs are in the supplementary material [Bračevac et al. 2023].
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Dependency Synthesis [Σ | Γ] 𝜑 • Δ ⊢ (𝑛 | 𝑔) : 𝑇 𝑞 𝜺 { (𝒏 | 𝒈) • 𝛿

𝑐 ∈ 𝐵
[Σ | Γ] 𝜑 • Δ ⊢ 𝑐 : 𝐵 ∅ ∅{ 𝑐 • ∅

({-cst)

[Σ | Γ , 𝑥 : 𝑇 𝑝 ] 𝑞,𝑥 • ↦→𝑥 ⊢ 𝑔 : 𝑈 𝑟 𝜺 { 𝒈 • 𝛿
𝑞 ⊆ 𝜑

[Σ | Γ] 𝜑 • Δ ⊢ 𝜆𝑥 .𝑔 : ((𝑥 : 𝑇 𝑝 ) →𝜺 𝑈 𝑟 ) 𝑞 ∅

{ (𝜆𝑥.𝒈 • 𝛿) • ∅
({-abs)

x :

(
(𝑧 : 𝑇 𝑝∗∩𝑞∗) →𝜺 𝑈 𝑟

) 𝑞 ∈ [Σ | Γ] 𝜑
y : 𝑇 𝑝 ∈ [Σ | Γ] 𝜑 𝜃 = [𝑝/𝑧]
𝑧 ∉ fv(𝑈 ) 𝜺 ⊆ 𝑞, 𝑧 𝑟 ⊆ 𝜑, 𝑧

[Σ | Γ] 𝜑 • Δ ⊢ x y : (𝑈 𝑟 𝜺)𝜃
{ x y • Δ| (𝜺𝜃 )∗

({-app)

x : Alloc
𝑞 ∈ [Σ | Γ] 𝜑 y : 𝐵 ∅ ∈ [Σ | Γ] 𝜑

[Σ | Γ] 𝜑 • Δ ⊢ refx y : (Ref 𝐵) ∅ x
{ refx y • Δ|x∗

({-ref)

x : (Ref 𝐵) 𝑞 ∈ [Σ | Γ] 𝜑

[Σ | Γ] 𝜑 • Δ ⊢ ! x : 𝐵 ∅ x{ ! x • Δ|x∗
({-!)

x : (Ref 𝐵) 𝑞 ∈ [Σ | Γ] 𝜑 y : 𝐵 ∅ ∈ [Σ | Γ] 𝜑

[Σ | Γ] 𝜑 • Δ ⊢ x := y : Unit
∅ x

{ x := y • Δ|x∗

({-:=)

x : 𝑇 𝑞 ∈ [Σ | Γ] 𝜑

[Σ | Γ] 𝜑 • Δ ⊢ x : 𝑇 x ∅{ x • ∅
({-ret)

[Σ | Γ] 𝜑 • Δ ⊢ 𝑏 : 𝑆 𝑝 𝜺1 { 𝒃 • 𝛿1
[Σ | Γ , 𝑥 : 𝑆 𝑝∗∩𝜑∗] 𝜑,𝑥 • Δ, (𝜺1∗, 𝑥) ↦→ 𝑥 ⊢ 𝑔 : 𝑇 𝑞 𝜺2

{ 𝒈 • 𝛿2
𝜃 = [𝑝/𝑥] 𝑥 ∉ fv (𝑇 )

[Σ | Γ] 𝜑 • Δ ⊢ let 𝑥 = 𝑏 in 𝑔 : (𝑇 𝑞 𝜺1 ▷ 𝜺2)𝜃
{ (let 𝑥 = 𝒃 • 𝛿1 in 𝒈) • 𝛿1, 𝛿2 [𝑥 { Δ|𝑝∗]

({-let)

[Σ | Γ] 𝜑 • Δ ⊢ 𝑏 : 𝑆 𝑝 𝜺1 { 𝒃 • 𝛿1
Σ | Γ ⊢ 𝑆 𝑝 𝜺1 <: 𝑇 𝑞 𝜺2

𝑞, 𝜺2 ⊆ 𝜑

[Σ | Γ] 𝜑 • Δ ⊢ 𝑏 : 𝑇 𝑞 𝜺2 { 𝒃 • Δ|𝜺2
({-sub)

Name Lookup x : 𝑇 𝑞 ∈ [Σ | Γ] 𝜑

𝑥 : 𝑇 𝑞 ∈ Γ 𝑞, 𝑥 ⊆ 𝜑

𝑥 : 𝑇 𝑞 ∈ [Σ | Γ] 𝜑
(l-var)

ℓ : 𝑇 𝑞 ∈ Σ 𝑞, ℓ ⊆ 𝜑

ℓ : 𝑇 𝑞 ∈ [Σ | Γ] 𝜑
(l-loc)

Fig. 3. Dependency synthesis and select type checking rules of the graph IR 𝜆∗
G
. The remaining type checking

rules coincide with the synthesis rules when ignoring the output to the right of{.

inlining step on ANF would look like

(𝑓 = 𝜆𝑦.𝐴2 [ 𝑧/𝛿2 ]) ∈ 𝐴1 𝜃1 = [𝑢/𝑦] 𝜃2 = [𝑧/𝑥] 𝜌1 = [𝑦 { 𝛿1] 𝜌2 = [𝑥 { 𝛿2]
𝐴1 [ let 𝑥 = 𝑓 𝑢/𝛿1 in 𝑎 ] −→ 𝐴1 [𝐴2 [ 𝑎𝜃2𝜌2 ]𝜃1𝜌1 ]

where we are careful to replace the function call at 𝑥 with the entire function body, plugging the

continuation 𝑎 into function block 𝐴2’s return position, before plugging the inlined result back

into the calling context 𝐴1. Plus, we need to patch up the formal parameter and block return by

substitution and dependency rewiring (cf. Section 3.3).

Formally proving the soundness of such a rule within the constraints of ANF is tedious, and one

is better off with more fine-grained reductions. MNF enables modeling function inlining by a form

of 𝛽-reduction, simply replacing the call 𝑓 𝑢 with an instance of the function’s body at the binding

𝑥 above. We can further “flatten” the nested term by separate administrative liftings.

3.1 Syntax
We represent programs in the MNF syntax (Figure 2) as terms 𝑔, where let bindings denote named

nodes or nested graphs, variable occurrences indicate edges for data dependencies, and 𝛿 maps

indicate edges for effect dependencies. A node 𝑛 is either an introduction form (i.e., constants,
functions, allocations), or an operation on let-bound names, i.e., applications, reference allocations,
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Store Terms, Graph Term Contexts, Binding Contexts

𝜎 ::= ∅ | 𝜎, lets ℓ = 𝜄 𝐺 ::= □ • 𝛿 | (let 𝑥 = 𝐺 in 𝑔) • 𝛿 𝐵 ::= (let 𝑥 = □ in 𝑔) • 𝛿 | (let 𝑥 = 𝐵 in 𝑔) • 𝛿

Reduction Rules 𝜎 | 𝑧.𝑔 • 𝛿 −→
G
𝜎 | 𝑧.𝑔 • 𝛿

𝜎 | 𝑧.𝐵 [ ℓ1 ℓ2 • 𝛿1 ] −→G
𝜎 | 𝑧.𝐵 [ (𝑔 • 𝛿2) [𝑥 { 𝛿1] [ℓ2/𝑥] ] (𝛽)
𝜎 = 𝜎1, lets ℓ1 = 𝜆𝑥.𝑔 • 𝛿2, 𝜎2
dom(𝛿1) ⊆ dom(𝜎), cod(𝛿1) ⊆ {𝑧}

𝜎 | 𝑧.𝐺 [ let 𝑥 = ℓ • 𝛿 in 𝑔 ] −→
G

𝜎 | 𝑧.𝐺 [𝑔[𝑥 { 𝛿] [ℓ/𝑥] ] (let)
dom(𝛿) ⊆ dom(𝜎), cod(𝛿) ⊆ {𝑧}

𝜎 | 𝑧.𝐺 [ let 𝑥 = 𝜄 • 𝛿 in 𝑔 ] −→
G

𝜎, lets ℓ = 𝜄 | 𝑧.𝐺 ′ [𝑔[𝑥 { 𝛿] [ℓ/𝑥] ] (intro)
ℓ ∉ dom(𝜎), cod(𝛿) ⊆ {𝑧}, 𝐺 ′ = 𝐺 ⟨𝜄 : 𝑧.ℓ⟩

𝜎, lets ℓ = ref𝑤 ℓ′, 𝜎′ | 𝑧.𝐵 [ !ℓ • 𝛿 ] −→
G

𝜎, lets ℓ = ref𝑤 ℓ′, 𝜎′ | 𝑧.𝐵 [ ℓ′ • 𝛿 ] (deref)
dom(𝛿) ⊆ dom(𝜎), cod(𝛿) ⊆ {𝑧}

𝜎, lets ℓ = ref𝑤 ℓ′, 𝜎′ | 𝑧.𝐵 [ ℓ := ℓ′′ • 𝛿 ] −→
G

𝜎, lets ℓ = ref𝑤 ℓ′′, 𝜎′ | 𝑧.𝐵 [ unit • 𝛿 ] (assign)
dom(𝛿) ⊆ dom(𝜎), cod(𝛿) ⊆ {𝑧}

Contextual Effect Propagation 𝐺 ⟨𝜄 : 𝑧.ℓ⟩

𝐺 ⟨𝑐 : 𝑧.ℓ⟩ = 𝐺

𝐺 ⟨𝜆𝑥.𝑔 • 𝛿 : 𝑧.ℓ⟩ = 𝐺

(□ • 𝛿)⟨ref𝑤 ℓ1 : 𝑧.ℓ2⟩ = □ • 𝛿, ℓ2 ↦→ 𝑧

((let 𝑥 = 𝐺 in 𝑔) • 𝛿)⟨ref𝑤 ℓ1 : 𝑧.ℓ2⟩ = (let 𝑥 = 𝐺 ⟨ref𝑤 ℓ1 : 𝑧.ℓ2⟩ in 𝑔) • 𝛿, ℓ2 ↦→ 𝑧

Fig. 4. Call-by-value reduction for 𝜆∗
G
with runtime dependency checking.

dereferences, or assignments. Operands can either be store locations or term variables, and we

use the category of names to refer to either. For a uniform treatment of effect introductions, we

let allocations refx y take an explicit capability parameter x granting permission to allocate. We

consider only store locations as values, because the operational semantics (Section 3.5) retains both

immutable and mutable variables, so that term substitution becomes renaming.

3.2 Reachability Types, Aliasing and Separation
The 𝜆∗

G
type system tracks reachability qualifiers 𝑞 and effects 𝜺 (Figure 2), which are both sets

of variables and store locations. Qualifiers track which other values are reachable/aliased from a

computation’s result, whereas effects indicate which variables/node names are the target of an

effect. Tracking reachable variables in types enables reasoning about many useful properties of

higher-order programs (cf. [Bao et al. 2021]).

Observable Separation. In the case of function types ((𝑥 : 𝑆 𝑝 ) →𝜺 𝑇 𝑞) 𝑟 , the attached qualifier

𝑟 includes the free variables. Function types are dependent in their argument 𝑥 , which may appear

free in the latent effect 𝜺, codomain type 𝑇 , and codomain qualifier 𝑞 and refers to the qualifier

of arguments at call sites. The reachability type system guarantees observable separation, i.e., the
qualifier 𝑟 above certifies that functions of this type do not observe any reachable names beyond 𝑟

in the context. That limits variables/node names in effects, and thus potential effect dependencies.

More generally, we assign a filter 𝜑 to typing judgments (Figure 3) which restricts access to the

context, akin to substructural type systems, i.e., the subject 𝑔 can only observe the names in 𝜑 .

On-demand Reachability. Following Wei et al. [2023a], we choose a variant of Bao et al.’s

system which assigns reachability qualifiers (and effects) in an on-demand manner. That is, type

assignment assigns minimal reachability sets to expressions, e.g., variables initially only reach

themselves in rule ({-ret), as opposed to an “eager” assignment where all reachable aliases in
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context are immediately assigned. To resolve maximal dependencies, we compute the transitive

reachability closure in the given context, written 𝑞∗ resp. 𝜺∗, when appropriate. Its formal definition

is in the supplementary material ([Bračevac et al. 2023], Figure 3).

3.3 Dependencies
Effect dependencies are finite maps 𝛿 from names to names attached to let bindings and function

bodies. Dependencies come with the standard "update" operator which is associative:

(𝛿1, 𝛿2) (x) = 𝛿2 (x), x ∈ dom(𝛿2) (𝛿1, 𝛿2) (x) = 𝛿1 (x), x ∉ dom(𝛿2)
and a restriction operator of the domain to a given set (abusing set notation): 𝛿 |𝛼 := {x ↦→ y ∈
𝛿 | x ∈ 𝛼}, and we also define a removal operator, i.e., 𝛿 − 𝛼 := {x ↦→ y ∈ 𝛿 | y ∉ 𝛼} removing

all mappings pointing into 𝛼 . In symmetry with substitutions on graphs and qualifiers, there is a

notion of substitution (or rewiring, rerouting), over dependencies:

𝛿1 [x { 𝛿2] := 𝛿1 − {x}, {y ↦→ z ∈ 𝛿2 | y ↦→ x ∈ 𝛿1},
which is rerouting the dependency target x via 𝛿2. That is, we substitute some of the targets in

dependency mappings, which happens when the name x is replaced, e.g., when x is the formal

parameter of a function at a call site.

3.4 Type-Effect-Dependency System
From reachability qualifiers and effects, we can extract precise effect dependencies, as motivated in

Section 2.2, and formalized by type-directed dependency synthesis (Figure 3).

The judgment [Σ | Γ] 𝜑 • Δ ⊢ 𝑔 : 𝑇 𝑞 𝜺 { 𝒈 • 𝛿 intuitively means: Given a dependency map Δ
recording the ambient last uses of each variable/location bound in Γ and Σ, the graph 𝑔 synthesizes

to the dependency-annotated 𝒈 and has local dependencies 𝛿 .

Ignoring the teal parts, we obtain a version of Bao et al.’s type system for MNF, where effects track

those variables/locations and their reachable aliases which are the operand of an effect operation.

Synthesis. Dependency synthesis follows a simple idea: We track in the map Δ attached to the

context (essentially a coeffect) the last use of each bound name as the target of an effect invocation.

If the graph’s effect is 𝜺, then the generated local dependency 𝛿 is always the projection 𝛿 = Δ|𝜺∗,
i.e., we attach the current last uses of the variables in the effect. The last-uses map Δ is updated at

let bindings ({-let), i.e., if the bound subgraph has effect 𝜺1, then we synthesize the body with

Δ, (𝜺1∗, 𝑥) → 𝑥 , i.e., the last use of the variables in 𝜺1∗ is at 𝑥 , and 𝑥 points to itself since it is new.

In contrast, synthesizing functions ({-abs) sets all last uses to the parameter 𝑥 , abstracting over

all possible call sites. The shorthand ↦→𝑥 denotes the map Δ that assigns 𝑥 to all names in context.

Typing nodes and graphs may use subsumption ({-sub) to scale (1) qualifiers (increasing

aliasing), (2) effects, and (3) dependency mappings (remaining consistent with the effect scaling).

The subtyping rules are defined in the supplement [Bračevac et al. 2023]. To summarize, we can

prove that synthesis is essentially a function over typing derivations of Bao et al.’s system in MNF:

Lemma 3.1 (Synthesis Properties).

(1) Dependencies mirror effects: [Σ | Γ] 𝜑 • Δ ⊢ 𝑔 : 𝑇 𝑞 𝜺 { 𝒈 • 𝛿, then 𝛿 = Δ|𝜺∗.
(2) Synthesis is sound: If [Σ | Γ] 𝜑 • Δ ⊢ 𝑔 : 𝑇 𝑞 𝜺 { 𝒈 • 𝛿, then [Σ | Γ] 𝜑 • Δ ⊢ 𝒈 : 𝑇 𝑞 𝜺.
(3) Synthesis is total: If [Σ | Γ] 𝜑 ⊢

M
𝑔 : 𝑇 𝑞 𝜺 then ∀Δ. ∃𝒈. ∃𝛿. [Σ | Γ] 𝜑 • Δ ⊢ 𝑔 : 𝑇 𝑞 𝜺 { 𝒈 • 𝛿 .

3.5 Dependency-Checking Operational Semantics
Figure 4 shows the call-by-value operational semantics for 𝜆∗

G
. Unlike standard formulations, it

keeps both mutable and immutable values in the store, and static dependencies as part of the terms.
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Reductions occur over runtime configurations 𝜎 | 𝑧.𝑔 • 𝛿 , attaching a block start variable 𝑧 to

the graph term 𝑔 with its dependency 𝛿 . 𝑧 is chosen to not be a free variable of 𝑔 and to check if a

dependency has been evaluated. The next operation’s dependencies will point to 𝑧, ensuring all

current node dependencies are resolved. Well-typed terms do not exhibit dependency violations,

meaning dependencies correctly reflect the runtime execution order of effects.

As motivated in Section 2.4, function applications (𝛽) rewire function and call-site dependencies,

similar to let-binding reduction in (let). Rule (intro) commits an introduction form into the store,

allocating a fresh location. For reference introductions, the fresh location is included in an effect

and must be inserted/propagated in dependencies along the evaluation context spine. The other

rules for dereference and assignment are standard.

3.6 Metatheory
The 𝜆∗

G
graph IR’s type system is sound with respect to the dependency-checking operational

semantics. We only state the theorems here, their proofs can be found in [Bračevac et al. 2023]:

Theorem 3.2 (Progress). If [Σ | ∅] dom(Σ) ⊢ 𝑧.𝑔•𝛿 : 𝑇 𝑞 𝜺, then either 𝑔 is a location ℓ ∈ dom(Σ),
or for any store 𝜎 where [Σ | ∅] dom(Σ) ⊢ 𝜎 , there exists a graph term 𝑔′, store 𝜎 ′, and dependency 𝛿 ′

such that 𝜎 | 𝑧.𝑔 • 𝛿 −→
G
𝜎 ′ | 𝑧.𝑔′ • 𝛿 ′.

Theorem 3.3 (Preservation).

[Σ | ∅] dom(Σ) ⊢ 𝑧.𝑔 • 𝛿 : 𝑇 𝑞 𝜺 Σ | ∅ • ↦→𝑧.𝑧 ok [Σ | ∅] dom(Σ) • ↦→𝑧 ⊢ 𝜎 𝜎 | 𝑧.𝑔 • 𝛿 −→
G
𝜎 ′ | 𝑧.𝑔′ • 𝛿 ′

∃Σ′ ⊇ Σ. ∃𝑝 ⊆ dom(Σ′ \ Σ). [Σ′ | ∅] dom(Σ′ ) ⊢ 𝑧.𝑔′ • 𝛿 ′ : 𝑇 𝑞,𝑝 𝜺, 𝑝 Σ′ | ∅ • ↦→𝑧.𝑧 ok [Σ′ | ∅] dom(Σ′ ) • ↦→𝑧 ⊢ 𝜎 ′

Corollary 3.4 (Dependency Safety). Evaluation respects the order of effect dependencies for
well-typed 𝜆∗

G
terms, i.e., an operation is executed only if all its dependencies are resolved in the store.

Conclusion. Dependency synthesis is determined entirely by effect typing through modular

and local reasoning. Effect dependencies are term-level witnesses of type-level effects on reachable

variables in the program’s context. Well-typed graphs carry provably correct dependencies. They

have no direct operational meaning, but induce edges when viewing 𝜆∗
G
terms as graphs, giving

localized insights into the program’s behavior exploitable by optimizations (Sections 5 and 6).

4 EXTENSIONS
4.1 Structured Expressions
Based on the treatment of 𝜆 abstractions in 𝜆∗

G
, conditionals, loops, comprehensions, and other

structured expressions/nodes become straightforward variations, e.g., we model conditionals as

nodes: 𝑛 ::= · · · | if (x) 𝑔 else 𝑔. Typing and effects for conditionals are standard:

x : Bool
∅ ∈ [Σ | Γ] 𝜑

[Σ | Γ] 𝜑 • Δ ⊢ 𝑔1 : 𝑇 𝑞 𝜺1 { 𝒈1 • 𝛿1 [Σ | Γ] 𝜑 • Δ ⊢ 𝑔2 : 𝑇 𝑞 𝜺2 { 𝒈2 • 𝛿2
[Σ | Γ] 𝜑 • Δ ⊢ if (x) 𝑔1 else 𝑔2 : 𝑇 𝑞 𝜺1 ∪ 𝜺2 { if (x) 𝒈1 else 𝒈2 • 𝛿1, 𝛿2

(if)

Branches should have the same type and analogously the same reachability qualifier, which

can be mediated by subtyping. As with most effect systems, the branch effects are composed by

a notion of join which is set union in our simple effect system, and that translates to sequential

composition of the branch dependencies in the output, by the properties of dependency calculation

(Lemma 3.1).
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4.2 Hard and Soft Dependency
In Section 2.2, we have discussed examples and optimizations enabled by distinguishing hard and

soft dependencies. During code generation, a node that is only soft-depended by other nodes is

considered dead, and therefore is not scheduled (cf. Section 6).

If node 𝐴 hard-depends on node 𝐵, then 𝐵 must be executed (or scheduled) before 𝐴. This is the

default notion for the base 𝜆∗
G
system (Section 3). In contrast, if 𝐴 soft-depends on 𝐵, then 𝐵 should

never be scheduled after 𝐴, but 𝐵 might not be scheduled even if 𝐴 is scheduled. The entire formal

system and reasoning principles of 𝜆∗
G
carry over into a system with hard and soft dependencies

as presented in this section. The difference is the change in the effect and dependency structure,

i.e., effects are split into reads and writes, which induce hard dependencies (the previous section’s

notion) and soft dependencies, respectively. This is a product composition of structures:

H, h ::= x ↦→ x Hard Dependencies

S, s ::= x ↦→ x Soft Dependencies

Δ, 𝛿 ::= h; s Dependencies

𝜺 ::= r:𝑞;w:𝑞 Effects

Hard dependencies h have the same structure as before (assign at most one dependency), whereas

soft dependencies s map variables to sets of variables. By overloading each dependency and effect

operator in the metatheory with versions acting on products, we can reuse the system in Figure 3

with minimal adjustments. Effectful primitives need to label their effects as read or write, i.e.,

x : Alloc
𝑞 ∈ [Σ | Γ] 𝜑 y : 𝐵 ∅ ∈ [Σ | Γ] 𝜑

[Σ | Γ] 𝜑 • Δ ⊢ refx y : (Ref 𝐵) ∅ r(x) { refx y • Δ|
r(x)∗

({-ref)

x : (Ref 𝐵) 𝑞 ∈ [Σ | Γ] 𝜑

[Σ | Γ] 𝜑 • Δ ⊢ ! x : 𝐵 ∅ r(x) { ! x • Δ|
r(x)∗

({-!)

x : (Ref 𝐵) 𝑞 ∈ [Σ | Γ] 𝜑 y : 𝐵 ∅ ∈ [Σ | Γ] 𝜑

[Σ | Γ] 𝜑 • Δ ⊢ x := y : Unit∅ w(x) { x := y • Δ|
w(x)∗

({-:=)

where r(𝑞) = (r : 𝑞 ; w : ∅) and w(𝑞) = (r : ∅ ; w : 𝑞). Allocations classify as a “read” on the

capability operand, dereferencing induces a read on the reference itself and its reachable aliases,

and assignment induces a write. Plus, updating the last uses Δ at let bindings and projecting the

local dependency from effects Δ|𝜺 need changing, to implement the informal policy on read and

write effects motivated in Section 2.4. We use the hard dependency in Δ to track the last write of

any variable/location in context, whereas its soft dependency tracks all the reads on a variable

since it was last written.

Projections need to merge the hard dependencies of a write effect into its soft dependencies, and

project the hard dependencies for reads, i.e., (h; s) | (r:𝑞 ;w:𝑝 ) := (h|𝑞 ; h|𝑝 ⊔ s|𝑝 ).
Last-use updates at let bindings need to reset the recorded last reads for any written variable,

and add the bound variable to the last reads for any written variable, i.e.,

(h; s) ⊕𝑥 (r : 𝑞 ; w : 𝑝) := (h, (𝑝, 𝑥) ↦→ 𝑥 ; (s, (𝑝, 𝑥) ↦→ ∅) ⊕𝑥 𝑞),

where 𝑥 is the let-bound variable and s ⊕𝑥 𝑞 := s, {𝑦 ↦→ s(𝑦), 𝑥 | 𝑦 ∈ 𝑞}.
In future work, we would like to develop a generic theory of graph IRs that is parametric in such

effect and dependency structures. Bao et al. [2021]’s direct style system already proposes one half

of the solution by adopting Gordon [2021]’s effect quantales. While we present a specific instance,

nothing prevents a graph IR definition that is parametric in such structures.
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def Tensor(shape: Seq, f: Int => Int): Tensor = {
val builder = mkTensorBuilder(shape)
val lp = forLoop(shape, i => builderAdd(builder, i, f(i))) / {builder ↦→ builder}
builderRes(builder) / {builder ↦→ lp}

}

(a) The Tensor DSL internally uses mutable builders. The forLoop IR node named lp induces a corresponding

dependency on the builder object. Sum is defined similarly.

def mkTensorBuilder: Seq => TensorBuilder @rd(world)
def builderAdd : (bld:TensorBuilder) => Int => Int => Unit @wr(bld)
def builderRes : (bld:TensorBuilder) => Tensor @kl(bld) @rd(bld)
def mkSumBuilder : Int => SumBuilder @rd(world)
def sumBuilderAdd : (sbld:SumBuilder) => Int => Int => Unit @wr(sbld)
def sumBuilderRes : (sbld:SumBuilder) => Sum @kl(sbld) @rd(sbld)

(b) Builder APIs annotated with read/write/kill effects. The destructive “kill” effect (kl, cf. Section 4.3) on

builderRes and sumBuilderRes signifies that the builder objects are frozen and can no longer be mutated.

Fig. 5. Builder and Tensor APIs.

4.3 Tracking Typestate with Destructive “Kill” Effects
In addition to read/write effects, we can further add destructive “kill” effects as sketched in Bao

et al. [2021]. They can model memory deallocation, ownership transfer, and move semantics. In the

context of our graph IR, the type system prevents any further dependencies on a killed node. This

is exemplified in a snippet using the tensor DSL in Figure 5b, where converting a mutable builder

object bld into an immutable result tensor via builderRes(bld) induces the kill effect to disable any

further mutation:

val t1: Tensor = builderRes(bld) / @kl(bld) {bld ↦→ ...}
forLoop(Seq(100), i => builderAdd(bld, i, 1+2*i)) /* error */

The attempt to mutate the tensor builder using builderAddwould not type check, since the write effect

on bld induced by builderAdd introduces a dependency to the killed bld. In practice, the DSL developer

needs to properly annotate the kill effects on operations in the DSL of interest. In Section 7.1, we

present a case study of loop fusion using an extended set of tensor APIs with these effects.

5 GRAPH-LEVEL OPTIMIZATIONS
In this section, we examine optimizations that rewrite or transform the dependency structure. We

first study domain-agnostic equational transformation rules over the graph IR that justify the later

code motion and generic optimizations. Then we discuss how to realize several optimizations for

higher-order programs.

5.1 Equational Theory
Figure 6 shows equational rules for 𝜆∗

G
with soft and hard dependencies (Section 4.2) specifying an

equivalence over graph-IR programs.

The first two rules (comm) and (𝜆-hoist) correspond to code motion. Rule (comm) permits

reordering of two consecutive let-bindings, as long as the second binding has no data/hard/soft

dependency on the first. Rule (𝜆-hoist) permits hoisting a node or nested graph 𝑏 out of the body

of a function into its outer scope. Since a function’s effects are latent, hoisting is only permissible if

𝑏 is pure. One can determine purity by simply checking that hard and soft dependencies are absent,

since dependency synthesis always results in non-empty dependency mappings for effectful terms.

Furthermore, there should be no data dependency on nodes that are locally bound in the function,

i.e., no locally bound variable in the context of the function body appears free in 𝑏.

Other rules allow us to shrink the program in a semantics-preserving way. The dead-code

elimination rule (dce) just needs to determine the absence of downstream data dependencies

(𝑥 ∉ fv(𝑔)), and no hard dependencies (𝑥 ∉ FHD(𝑔)). In that case, any soft dependency of the
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𝐶 ::= □ | let 𝑥 = 𝐶 • 𝛿 in 𝑔 | let 𝑥 = (𝜆𝑦.𝐶 • 𝛿) • 𝛿 in 𝑔 | let 𝑥 = 𝑏 • 𝛿 in 𝐶

(comm)

𝑥 ∉ FV(𝑏2) ∪ dom(h′) ∪ dom(s′) ∪ cod(h′) ∪ cod(h′) dom(h) ∩ dom(h′) = dom(s) ∩ dom(s′) = ∅
𝐶 [ let 𝑥 = 𝑏1 • h; s in let 𝑦 = 𝑏2 • h′; s′ in 𝑔] ≡ 𝐶 [ let 𝑥 = 𝑏2 • h′; s′ in let 𝑦 = 𝑏1 • h; s in 𝑔]

(𝜆-hoist)

fv(𝑏) ∩ (BV(𝐶2) ∪ {𝑥}) = ∅
𝐶1 [ let 𝑓 = 𝜆𝑥 .𝐶2 [ let 𝑦 = 𝑏 • ∅;∅ in 𝑔1 ] in 𝑔2 ] ≡ 𝐶1 [ let 𝑦 = 𝑏 • ∅;∅ in let 𝑓 = 𝜆𝑥 .𝐶2 [𝑔1 ] in 𝑔2 ]

(dce)

𝑥 ∉ fv(𝑔) 𝑥 ∉ FHD(𝑔)
𝐶 [ let 𝑥 = 𝑏 • h; s in 𝑔 ] ≡ 𝐶 [𝑔[𝑥 { s] ]

(cse)

𝐶 [ let 𝑥 = 𝑏 • ∅;∅ in let 𝑦 = 𝑏 • ∅;∅ in 𝑔 ]
≡ 𝐶 [ let 𝑥 = 𝑏 • ∅;∅ in 𝑔[𝑦/𝑥] ]

(e-cse)

𝑏 is idempotent

𝐶 [ let 𝑥 = 𝑏 • h; s in let 𝑦 = 𝑏 • h; s in 𝑔 ] ≡ 𝐶 [ let 𝑥 = 𝑏 • h; s in 𝑔[𝑦/𝑥] ]
.
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Fig. 6. Equational rules and their visualizations for 𝜆∗
G
with hard and soft dependencies. Black thick edges

represent either a data, hard, or soft dependency.

eliminated binding has to be rewired downstream to maintain consistency. This rule is powerful in

combination with soft dependencies, and can optimize memory access patterns such as write-after-

write (Section 2.2). In general compilers, we need a termination analysis to apply DCE, which we

omit here in the context of DSLs. The common subexpression elimination rule (cse) removes pure
expressions if the same expression has been defined previously. Additionally, effectful redundant
expressions can be removed if the node/subgraph 𝑏 is idempotent (e-cse), e.g., consecutively reading
a reference twice (Section 2.2).

Soundness. We apply the logical type soundness approach [Timany et al. 2022] to support

relational reasoning about contextual equivalence of two programs in the direct-style type-and-

effect system 𝜆∗𝜀 ([Bračevac et al. 2023] Sec. 7). We build on a framework for modeling reachability

types with logical relations by Bao et al. [2023].

A key insight is that the proof based on logical relations in the direct-style calculus is sufficient

to argue for contextual equivalence in MNF (supplement Sec. 8) because: (1) MNF is a sublanguage

of the direct-style language, and (2) dependencies are entirely determined by effects (Lemma 3.1).

Effect dependencies have no operational meaning beyond asserting that they respect the observed

call-by-value evaluation order of effects (Corollary 3.4). Therefore, we can appeal to the logical

relations for 𝜆∗𝜀 by dependency erasure and re-synthesis to derive their counterparts for 𝜆∗
G
.

We have proved contextual equivalence of the rules in Figure 6 restricted to only hard dependen-

cies. This restriction does not impact most rules in a major way, except for (dce), which requires

forbidding any mention of 𝑥 in the rest of the program 𝑔. To prove contextual equivalence of the

full (dce), the logical relation needs to be extended to support read/write effects, and consequently

soft dependencies. We leave the proofs for 𝜆∗
G
with hard/soft dependency as future work.
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5.2 Higher-Order Program Optimizations
Our graph IR enables useful and efficient higher-order optimizations purely from local reasoning

with dependencies and its support for lexical structure. Even without using costly higher-order

flow and environment analyses [Might 2007; Shivers 1988], our graph-based transformations are

already useful for eliminating higher-order functions. Additional fixed-point based analyses could

be integrated to enable more aggressive optimizations.

Lambda Lifting. Lambda lifting [Johnsson 1985] transforms nested functions into top-level

functions, where free variables captured by the function are replaced with newly added function

parameters. Call-sites are also transformed to pass the extra arguments. This avoids creating

closures at run time, e.g.,
// before lambda lifting:
def f(x: Int): Int =
def g(y: Int): Int = x + y // closure
g(42)

// after lambda lifting:
def g(y: Int, x': Int): Int = x' + y // g lifted
def f(x: Int): Int =
g(42, x) // no closure

There are two possible ways to realize lambda lifting in the graph IR: (1) post-scheduling, i.e., first
convert the graph back into a tree (cf. Section 6), which explicates lexical scope, and then apply

classic lambda lifting algorithms. In this way, the resulting program depends on the downstream

scheduling algorithm which decides the scope structure of programs. (2) pre-scheduling, i.e., directly
transform the graph representation before scheduling a tree representation, discussed below:

We compute the set of extra parameters using graph dependencies [Danvy and Schultz 2004;

Leißa et al. 2015; Morazán and Schultz 2007] and express lambda lifting by graph rewriting:

• The dependencies to scope-sensitive variables are rewired to the newly introduced parameters.

• Call-sites are transformed to introduce explicit dependencies to lexically scoped variables.

After that, we must instruct the later code motion algorithm (cf. Section 6) to lift functions without

local dependencies to the top level, i.e., those functions should not have a parent scope. Using a

graph structure to compute the set of extra parameters also exhibits better asymptotic complexity

[Morazán and Schultz 2007] compared to Johnsson’s equation-based algorithm.

Similar to lambda lifting, with additional support of data structures, we can also implement

closure conversion as a graph transformation.

Super-Beta Inlining. Super-𝛽 inlining [Shivers 1991] is an aggressive form of higher-order

function inlining across abstraction boundaries, traditionally driven by expensive control-flow

analysis (CFA) [Midtgaard 2012; Shivers 1988, 1991] and environment analysis [Might 2007]. Our

graph IR does not directly answer global control-flow questions or track the dynamic environment

component of closure values. However, a subset of super-𝛽 inlining can be viewed as a combination

of lambda dropping [Danvy and Schultz 2000] (i.e., the inverse of lambda lifting) and local function

inlining. We show that by taking advantage of the sparsity and locality of graph dependencies, our

graph IR can already enable super-𝛽 inlining in many cases.

Consider the tail-recursive factorial function written in continuation-passing style (adapted from

Might [2007]). We invoke fact with a continuation that prints the final result.

// before super-𝛽 inlining:
def fact[T](n: Int, acc: Int, k: Int => T) =

if (n == 0) k(acc)

else fact(n - 1, acc * n, k)
fact(x, 1, res => println(res))

// after super-𝛽 inlining:
def fact[T](n: Int, acc: Int) =

if (n == 0) println(acc)

else fact(n - 1, acc * n)
fact(x, 1)

The highlighted call of k in the body (left) is a super-𝛽 inlinable call-site. In our IR, we immediately

know that fact is called with a continuation, connected by a data-dependency edge. This contin-

uation function as a closure shares no variables with fact from the environment. Moreover, all
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recursive calls to fact in its body have the same continuation argument k. These facts are enough

to establish the safety condition to perform super-𝛽 inlining in this case. Moreover, they can be

identified without relying on any fix-point analysis but inspecting the graph locally. After super-𝛽

inlining, the call-site of k is replaced with the continuation body. Furthermore, the argument k

becomes useless and is therefore eliminated. To summarize, the resulting program can be obtained

by first dropping the continuation function into the scope of fact and then inlining the function.

BeyondGraphTransformation. Wehave explored optimizations based on local graph rewriting

or transformations, which are practical and cost-effective. However, powerful (and expensive)

analyses based on fixed-point iteration can also be implemented on our IR. For instance, super-𝛽

inlining typically requires sophisticated environment and flow analyses. Implementing a global CFA

on the graph IR would be more efficient compared to tree-like IRs. Instead of iteratively traversing

tree-like ASTs and propagating information, we can directly update the graph and leverage its

sparsity and locality for information propagation.

6 FROM GRAPHS BACK TO TREES
This section covers efficient algorithms and heuristics for code generation, transforming 𝜆∗

G
graphs

into trees. These algorithms refine the optimizations presented in Section 5. We discuss the basic

scheduling algorithm with dead code elimination (Section 6.1), a lightweight frequency estimation

heuristic for code motion (Section 6.2), and a compact scheduling algorithm for instruction selection

and expression inlining (Section 6.3).

6.1 Basic Scheduling Algorithm with Dead Code Elimination
The block scheduling algorithm traverses a hierarchy of graph-represented blocks based on depen-

dencies and selects the nodes to build tree-represented blocks. Figure 7 shows the vanilla block

scheduling algorithm. Following the dependencies of the final result res, scheduleBlock partitions

the unscheduled nodes scope into two groups: (1) schedule in the current block, and (2) schedule

into some inner block. This process is recursively applied when encountering lambda nodes in

traverseNode. Scheduling decisions rely on two properties over nodes, available and reachable:
Nested Scopes. A node is available if all its dependent bound variables have been introduced

under the current path. This is the set of accumulated bound variables (e.g., introduced by lambdas)

down to the current block. We schedule a node in the current block if it is both reachable and

available; otherwise, it is deferred to some inner block. Consequently, we need to transitively

compute the bound variables depended upon by nodes, which is performed by boundDeps. Both path

and scope need to be maintained through recursive calls to properly handle blocks and nested scopes.

Dead Code Elimination. A node is reachable if it can be traced back from the current result

node through effect or data dependencies. Only reachable nodes are scheduled, which naturally

eliminates dead code (cf. the dce rule in Figure 6). In Figure 7, reachable is implemented as a

priority queue (reachable) to keep track of reachable nodes in topological order, populated with

data and effect dependencies during the iteration. As an extension, we discern soft dependencies

(Section 4.2) and identify data and hard dependencies as reachableHard . This ensures nodes that are

only reachable via soft dependencies can be eliminated.

Complexity. Given the total number of nodes 𝑛 and the maximal depth of nested scopes 𝑘 , the

worst-case asymptotic time complexity is 𝑂 (𝑘𝑛2). This is because the algorithm traverses over the

reachable nodes in order (𝑂 (𝑛) each), and repeats this process for nested scopes. In practice, the

complexity is 𝑂 (𝑘𝑛 log𝑛) due to the decreasing size of nested scopes and the limited degrees of

graph nodes. For example, our symbolic-execution compiler (Section 7.2) based on the graph IR

schedules 548,976 nodes within 19.3 sec, which is rather efficient.
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/* auxiliary functions to access different sorts of dependencies of a node
boundDeps: dependencies that are bound variables
dataDeps, effDeps: data- and effect-dependencies
hardDeps (⊆ effDeps): hard effect-dependencies */

val boundDeps, dataDeps, effDeps, hardDeps : Node => Set[Node]
/* obtain estimated frequencies of data-/effect-dependencies of a node: */

val depFreq: Node => Map[Node, Double]

/* traverse a single node to emit a tree node */
def traverseNode(inner: Set[Node], path: Set[Node], n: Node): TreeNode = n match
case 𝜆f(x).r => // schedule nodes into a 𝜆 scope
TreeNode.Scope(𝜆f(x), scheduleBlock(inner, path ∪ {f, x}, r))

...
case "$sym := $op($args)" => // schedule common nodes as leaves
TreeNode.Leaf(sym, Exp(op, args))

/* schedule a block given its final result, producing a scoping tree */
def scheduleBlock(scope: Set[Node], path: Set[Node], res: Node): List[TreeNode] =
val reachable: PriorityQueue[Node] = {res} // reachable nodes, topologically ordered

val reachableHard: Set[Node] = {res} // reachable nodes, required by data/hard deps.

val reachableHot: Set[Node] = {res} // reachable nodes, frequently executed
val current: List[Node] = ∅ // scheduled in current block
val inner: Set[Node] = ∅ // scheduled in inner blocks
def available(n: Node): Boolean = boundDeps(n) ⊆ path // available: bound vars. in deps. are ready

for n ← reachable do

if reachableHard(n) then // reachable via data/hard dependencies

if reachableHot(n) ∧ available(n) then // reachable via hot paths
current = n :: current

for m ← (dataDeps(n) ∪ effDeps(n)) ∩ scope do // consider deps. hot if freq > 0.5

if depFreq(n)[m] > 0.5 then reachableHot += {m}
else // only via cold path, or hot but unavailable
inner += {n}

if reachableHot(n) then // deps. of unavailable hot nodes are still hot

reachableHot += (dataDeps(n) ∪ effDeps(n)) ∩ scope

reachableHard += (dataDeps(n) ∪ hardDeps(n)) ∩ scope // reachable via data and only hard dependencies
reachable += (dataDeps(n) ∪ effDeps(n)) ∩ scope // reachable via data/effect dependencies

for n ← current yield traverseNode(inner, path, n) // recursively build up the scoping tree

Fig. 7. The pseudocode of the basic scheduling algorithm with the extensions of dead code elimination (Sec-

tion 6.1) and frequency estimation (Section 6.2). Function scheduleBlock decides which nodes are scheduled

into the current block and recursively schedules inner scopes. To generate code for a graph g, we invoke

scheduleBlock(g.nodes,∅, g.result).

6.2 Code Motion with Frequency Estimation
Our basic scheduling algorithm eagerly schedules nodes into their outermost block, following the

equational rules (comm) and (𝜆-hoist) in Figure 6. This is a form of code motion with no extra

effort and generally desirable for functions and loops. For instance, consider the following code:

List(1, 2, 3, 4, 5).map(x => x * factorial(N))

Lifting the expensive factorial out of the lambda is feasible since it does not depend on the bound

variable x. However, this does not guarantee generating optimal code. Consider a conditional

expression that transforms an array of complex numbers only in the then-branch,

if (cnd) compNums.map(f) else compNums

Since compNums.map(f) has no dependency on the condition cnd, it would be lifted to the outer block

and always be executed, imposing unnecessary runtime overhead when the else-branch is taken.

To avoid this situation, we can statically estimate how frequently a node will be used at runtime

and move less frequent (“cold”) nodes into nested scopes. The results of functions and loops are

assigned frequency 100, indicating that they can be executed multiple times (definitely “hot”). The

results of conditional branches are assigned 0.5 (i.e., cold), assuming each branch is taken with

equal probability. All other nodes are assigned 1.0 (i.e., normal). Numbers above are illustrative and
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context-insensitive. Alternative metrics are possible, while what we present here is beneficial to

most code patterns.

The teal parts in Figure 7 highlight the changes to the basic scheduling algorithm for frequency

estimation. Given a node which is to be scheduled in the current block, we use the function

depFreq to access the frequency estimation of its dependencies. Only those dependencies with

frequencies greater than 0.5 are considered hot-reachable, and thus can be included in current. Other

dependencies are classified as cold, and a node should be deferred to inner blocks if downstream

nodes depend on it only via cold dependencies. For a node which is to be scheduled in some inner

block, its dependencies are considered to have the same “temperature” as the node itself, ensuring

consistent code motion behavior for code with nested scopes.

Our approach is easier to implement and more efficient than sophisticated analyses, such as

lazy code motion [Knoop et al. 1992a], partial redundancy elimination [Kennedy et al. 1999], and

whole-program dataflow analyses. The heuristic associates a constant factor to each traversed node,

keeping the scheduling algorithm’s complexity unchanged.

6.3 Instruction Selection with Compact Traversal
The basic scheduling algorithm binds every intermediate expression, which is not only verbose but

also suboptimal without considering the target-specific primitives. Consider the following tensor

computation snippet,

val X = Matmul(A, B); val C = Add(C, X); C

The unique use of X in Add enables destination-passing style using generalized matrix multiplication

GEMM, which updates C in-place by 𝐶 ← 𝛼𝐴𝐵 + 𝛽𝐶 . Thus, we can match the tree structure Add(C,

Matmul(A, B)) and generate a single operation, eliminating the intermediate multiplication X:

GEMM(A, B, C, alpha=1.0, beta=1.0); C

This is a form of instruction selection as seen in optimizing compilers. However, it is non-trivial

on computation graphs where all consumers of a value need consideration. While LLVM’s Selec-

tionDAG algorithm [Lattner and Adve 2004] offers a comprehensive solution, our graph IR employs

a simpler, efficient alternative: compact traversal. It converts graph nodes into inlined trees when

possible, then selects the best primitive using tree-matching algorithms (e.g., maximal munch)

while respecting dependencies to preserve the semantics. Consider the following code where inc(x)

has an effect dependency on node y, although y is used only once.

if (cond) { val y = !x; inc(x); println(y) }

Therefore, inlining y to println breaks the semantics, and our algorithm correctly avoids generating

inlined code for such cases.

Compact traversal works on each current block determined by the basic scheduling algorithm

(Figure 7). Initially, all nodes in the block are viewed as individual trees. Three steps are then taken

to build them into a list of inlined trees ready for pattern matching and code emission. We document

the complete pseudocode in the supplementary material [Bračevac et al. 2023].

(1) Track Node Usage. The core concept of compact traversal is to consider inlining only for

nodes that are locally defined, used exactly once, and not used in nested scopes. We identify inlining

candidate nodes by tracking local definitions and node usages in the current and inner blocks.

(2) Compute Local Successors. After recording node usage information, we calculate local

successors of a node within the current block. Node 𝑥 is a local successor of node 𝑦 if they are

scheduled in the same block and 𝑥 depends on 𝑦. A map is used to store local successors of nodes.

(3) Check Inlining. Finally, the algorithm runs a backward pass for all inlinable nodes, checking

if all successors are emitted after the potential inlining point. If not, inlining the current node is

disabled; otherwise, it is inlined and any node it uses is checked for inlinability.
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Summary. We demonstrated various optimizations achievable with simple, efficient algorithms

through scheduling graphs back to nested tree representations. Additional optimizations can be

further incorporated, e.g., to exploit instruction-level parallelism, we could use node priority values

reflecting the dependency and timing to perform instruction scheduling. In summary, our graph IR

serves as an efficient and flexible bedrock for generating high-performance code.

7 CASE STUDIES
In this section, we demonstrate optimizations enabled by our approach and evaluate its performance

empirically. We implemented our graph IR in LMS [Rompf and Odersky 2010; Rompf et al. 2013], a

compiler framework embedded in Scala. LMS evaluates DSL expressions into the graph IR using

normalization by evaluation [Rompf 2016]. The modified LMS allows DSL authors to annotate

effects for each operation (e.g., Figure 5b), while dependencies are resolved automatically.

7.1 Fusing Tensor Computations on CPU/GPU
In Section 2, we discussed the interaction between loop-fusion transformations and effect depen-

dencies. Here, we present more sophisticated case studies applying loop fusion and kernel fusion

based on graph dependencies to tensor computations on CPUs and GPUs. Consider the mean and

variance in a functional tensor DSL (Figure 5a):

def square(d: Int) = d * d
def mean(t: Tensor) = Sum(Seq(t.size), { i => t(i) }) / t.size
def variance(t: Tensor) = Sum(Seq(t.size), { i => square(t(i)) }) / t.size - square(mean(t))

The Tensor and Sum forms are constructors for creating tensors and summations, respectively. Under

the hood, these types represent the computations as loops. Say we computed the mean and variance

of an affine tensor, obtained by pointwise addition of the tensors constant and linear:

val constant = Tensor(Seq(100), { i => 1 })
val linear = Tensor(Seq(100), { i => 2*i })
val affine = Tensor(Seq(100), { i => constant(i) + linear(i) })

println(mean(affine))
println(variance(affine))

A compiler without fusion would generate six loops for this program. Utilizing the dependency

information from our graph IR, we can efficiently fuse these loops. In this example, the Tensor

and Sum constructors internally use mutable builder objects during construction, as shown in the

definitions (Figures 5a and 5b), which greatly reduces the number of fusion rules needed for program

transformations.

Dependency-Guided Fusion. Following Rompf et al. [2013], we consider two fusion types:

(1) horizontal fusion, combining loops with the same range, and (2) vertical fusion, fusing data

producers with consumers. To apply fusion, note that the initialization of affine consumes data

from constant and linear at the same loop index. By applying vertical loop fusion, affine directly

uses this data, eliminating the need for materializing the constant/linear tensor. The resulting loop

representation for computing affine is:

forLoop(Seq(100), i => builderAdd(affBld, i, 1+2∗i)) /* def. for builder affBld omitted */

The tensor affine is consumed by the downstream println calls taking three Sum loops introduced

by mean/variance. Applying the same vertical fusion transformation, we can continue fusing affine

into its three consumers (i.e., summing loops) and obtain the following code (there are two loops

performing the same computation since variance also calls mean):

forLoop(Seq(100), i => sumBuilderAdd(sumBld1, i, 1 + 2 * i))
forLoop(Seq(100), i => sumBuilderAdd(sumBld2, i, 1 + 2 * i))
forLoop(Seq(100), i => val t = 1 + 2 * i; sumBuilderAdd(sumBld3, i, t * t))
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Fig. 8. Empirical evaluation of (a) loop fusion and (b) kernel fusion. Bar charts show the median of running

times (ms) where whiskers are max/min of samples. Tables show mean and std of the same sample set.

The identical index range of the loops suggests horizontal fusion is possible, but care must be

taken regarding effectful operations, such as destructive mutations via sumBuilderAdd. By analyzing

dependency information in the graph IR, we can tell that builders are separate and loops are

independent, allowing fusion into a single loop. After applying additional lowering transformations,

the compiler generates an optimal single-loop program.

CUDA Kernel Fusion. Kernel fusion is another case utilizing dependency information for high-

level optimization. Kernels, executed by GPUs, process tensor inputs and outputs. Naive CUDA

backends in ML compilers may generate excessive intermediate results in the GPU’s global memory,

reducing throughput and efficiency. Kernel fusion [Filipovič et al. 2015] vertically combines a

sequence of kernels into one, improving performance. We extend the AIRCop compiler [Wang

et al. 2019a] on top of our graph IR with kernel fusion and other optimizations (e.g., DCE and CSE).

Consider the following tensor program:

val in1 = Input(Seq(100,100), "input1.data")
val in2 = Input(Seq(100,100), "input2.data")
val w = Tensor(Seq(100,100))
val a = in1 * w
val b = in2 * a
print(b)
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When executing a program on a two-GPU cluster, the weight tensor w can be split and scattered

across the cluster, using model parallelism. Dependency analysis shows that the intermediate result

a, generated by the first multiplication, is only consumed by the second multiplication. There-

fore, tensor a can remain distributed during execution. Kernel fusion combines the two matrix

multiplications, eliminating intermediate results and leading to the optimized dataflow to the right.

Kernel fusion is also used to generate low-level CUDA code for conserving memory in distributed

model training, by scattering weight gradients across the cluster. The following snippet demon-

strates this transformation through kernel fusion. Before t is accumulated, it is collected from other

GPUs’ transient memory using a sequence of add kernels:

recv(GPU1, w1, GPU2, w2, GPU3, w3);
cudaMalloc(t1); cudaMalloc(t2);
add(t1, w0, w1); add(t2, w2, w3); add(t, t1, t2);
accumulate(t);

⇒ recv(GPU1, w1, GPU2, w2, GPU3, w3);
addAccumulate(t, w0, w1, w2, w3);

After fusion (right), these add kernels and accumulate kernel are fused into a single one, eliminating

intermediate tensors t1 and t2 which saves memory.

Empirical Evaluation. Figure 8a compares the performance of low-level Scala code with and

without loop fusion on benchmarks, including the mean/variance example. Using arrays of 10
6

elements, each benchmark runs 20 times, reporting median/min/max in the bar chart and mean/std

in the table. The large std numbers result from JVM warmup. Our fusion algorithm successfully

combines multiple loops, with fused programs running up to 21x faster than those without fusion.
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Figure 8b compares the execution time of CUDA kernel programs with and without fusion, using

an input size of 300,000 on two NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 GPUs. Kernel fusion with code motion

enhances tensor benchmark performance by 1.5x to 2x on average.

7.2 Symbolic-Execution Compiler
Wei et al. [2020, 2023b, 2021] introduce a symbolic-execution (SE) compiler framework built using

LMS. It converts LLVM IR programs into C++ files for SE. The artifact generates purely functional,

easily parallelizable code with domain-specific optimizations for LLVM’s symbolic semantics.

Due to purity and persistence, only data dependencies exist, simplifying the implementation of

optimizations, but potentially negatively impacting single-thread execution performance.

In this case study, we refactor their artifact to generate effectful code with in-place updates,

reducing intermediate structures. In-place operations are effect-annotated, enabling LMS to generate

an effectful IR graph with dependencies. We then apply effect-aware graph rewriting to reproduce

their optimizations and evaluate their effectiveness.

Effect-aware Rewriting and Optimizations. We identify interesting optimizations in the orig-

inal artifact requiring effect-aware rewriting after refactoring, such as register assignment/lookup

elimination and stack allocation aggregation. Local and effect-free expression simplification is also

important but less relevant to this case study. We use register lookup elimination as an example.

In LLVM IR, local variables within function scope are called “virtual registers” andwill be assigned

only once. For example, the following code snippet is the compiled program corresponding to an

LLVM program that assigns register x with value v and then later looks up this register x:

val _ = s.assign(x, v) /* write effect over s.x, where s is a symbolic state */
... /* other effectful operations over s */
val t = s.lookup(x) /* read effect over s.x */
... /* later code uses lookup result t */

The compiled program operates on a symbolic state s. The unnecessary lookup can be eliminated

since x is assigned once and its value is locally known. Rewriting the program binds t to v. In

the graph representation, an effect dependency connects the lookup and assign nodes, with lookup

inducing a read effect on s.x and assign inducing a write effect on s.x. The assigned value is found

by locating the last write over s.x and performing substitution on downstream computations, i.e.,
in the formal notations from Sections 3 and 5.1:

𝐶1 [let 𝑛 = 𝑠 .assign(𝑥, 𝑣) • h; s in 𝐶2 [let 𝑦 = 𝑠 .lookup(𝑥) • {𝑠 .𝑥 ↦→ 𝑛}; s in 𝑔]] ≡
𝐶1 [let 𝑛 = 𝑠 .assign(𝑥, 𝑣) • h; s in 𝐶2 [𝑔[𝑦 { {𝑠 .𝑥 ↦→ 𝑛}; s] [𝑣/𝑦]]]

After exhaustive elimination of lookups, the corresponding assignments become dead code and will

also be removed during code scheduling.

Experiment. We compare the refactored (Imp) and original (Pure) SE compiler with and without

the optimizations. We record the sizes of generated programs and their running times, which are

divided into solver time and execution time. Each task is repeated 10 times. We use a downstream

C++ compiler g++ 9.2.0 with O3, SMT solver STP, and JDK 8, running on a machine with 4 Xeon 8168

CPUs and 3TB memory.

Empirical Evaluation: Imp w/ opt vs. Imp w/o opt. Figure 9 shows the result of 6 benchmarks.

We first observe that the generated C++ programs are more compact (21.49% smaller on avg.), since

optimizations lead to constructing a smaller graph and program.

Symbolic execution workloads often spend most execution time on constraint solving by an ex-

ternal solver. Compile-time rewriting of symbolic expressions can improve solver-side performance.

For example, KMP considerably benefits from eliminating unnecessary bit-vector extensions.
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Sort
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Fig. 9. Empirical evaluation: Graph IR optimizations on a symbolic-execution compiler. Bar charts show the

execution time for each benchmark and engine configurations. Table reports the size of the generated code

(LOC), solver running time, execution time, and speedups of execution times (baseline is “Pure w/o opt”).

SELECT SUM(l_extendedprice*l_discount)
FROM lineitem
WHERE l_shipdate >= '1994-01-01'
AND l_shipdate < '1995-01-01'
AND l_discount between 0.05 and 0.07
AND l_quantity < 24
.

(a) TPC-H Query 6.

class ColumnarBuffer(schema: Schema, columns: Map[String, Column], /* elided */) {
def insert(rec: Record) =
schema map { field => // enumerate table fields
val column = columns(field.name) // get the column for the field
column.insert(rec(field.name)) // insert the new value
}

}

(b) ColumnarBuffer insert implementation in LB2.

int main() {
/* allocating memory for columns */

int* l_orderkey_buf = (int *) malloc(init_size);

int* l_partkey_buf = (int *) malloc(init_size);

... (10 other unused columns)
int* l_shipdate_buf = (int *) malloc(init_size);
double* l_discount_buf = (double *) malloc(...);
... (2 other used columns)

while (/* end of source file */) {
/* parse the data and insert to buffers */
// parse l_orderkey (omitted)

l_orderkey_buf[pos] = new_l_orderkey;
// parse l_partkey (omitted)

l_partkey_buf[pos] = new_partkey;

... (10 other unused columns)

// parse l_shipdate (omitted)
l_shipdate_buf[pos] = new_shipdate;
// parse l_discount (omitted)
l_discount_buf[pos] = new_discount;
... (other 2 used columns)

/* resize the buffers if full */
if (/* buffer is full */) {

l_orderkey_buf = (int *) realloc(l_orderkey_buf, new_size);

l_partkey_buf = (int *) realloc(l_partkey_buf, new_size);

... (resize other 10 unused columnar buffers)
l_shipdate_buf = (int *) realloc(l_shipdate_buf, new_size);
l_discount_buf = (double *) realloc(l_discount_buf, new_size);
... (resize other 2 used columnar buffers)

}
/* rest of the query */
}

(c) Code generated by LB2 for TPC-HQuery 6.

Fig. 10. The DCE pass on our graph IR eliminates unused columns (red lines) altogether which general-

purpose compilers (e.g., GCC -O3) are incapable of.

Execution time (i.e., total timeminus solver time) is not prominent inmost cases due to utilizing in-

place updates and avoiding copying. Our graph-IR optimizations still yield significant improvements.

On average, the optimized Imp version is 16.95% faster than the non-optimized version. These

speedups demonstrate the effectiveness of graph-based domain-specific optimizations, particularly

for workloads with dominant concrete execution, such as NQueen in Figure 9.

Empirical Evaluation: Imp vs. Pure. In Figure 9, we also assess the impact of transitioning

from persistent to imperative data structures, enabling effectful in-place updates. The unoptimized

imperative version is sometimes faster than the optimized pure version. When optimizations are

enabled for both, the imperative version is 24.30% faster on average than the pure version, because

our optimizations eliminated the creation and storage of intermediate results.
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speedup 1.3 1.1 1.5 2.1 1.5 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.1 1.5 1.1 1.6 1.8 1.1 1.7 1.8 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.4

Fig. 11. Empirical evaluation of the effect of precise dependency tracking based DCE in graph IR. We run all

22 queries of the TPC-H Benchmark (Scale Factor = 10) with (and without) the DCE pass.

7.3 LB2: RelationalQuery Compiler
LB2 [Essertel et al. 2018; Rompf and Amin 2015; Tahboub et al. 2018] is a comprehensive SQL query

compiler built with LMS that achieves competitive performance compared to highly optimized

counterparts like HyPer [Neumann 2011]. One of the key optimizations enabled by our graph

IR’s dependency tracking is a very precise DCE during code generation that cannot be achieved

with downstream general-purpose compilers (e.g., GCC -O3). The precise DCE prevents redundant

memory allocations, copying, etc., for attributes that are not used in a query.

In Query 6 (Figure 10a) from the TPC-H benchmark [TPC 1999], an aggregate is computed

for the lineitem relation based on specific constraints. The lineitem relation has 16 attributes,

but only four are used for the final result. The query plan includes data loading, filtering, and an

aggregation operator. Figure 10b presents an excerpt of the ColumnarBuffer type, storing table

data in a columnar format with separate arrays for each column. These high-level abstractions

exist only in the library code and map to native C arrays in the compiled code.

The generic buffer abstraction is easy to use but lacks query-specific information, such as used

columns. Without precise DCE, the generated C code for Query 6 would unnecessarily allocate,

reallocate, and copy memory for 12 unused columns in lineitem. The downstream compiler,

unaware of these high-level dependencies, cannot eliminate these unneeded operations.

Our graph IR precisely tracks dependencies, such as the creation and usage of individual columns

in each relation through effect and data dependencies. Columns needed for the final output have

data dependencies to the corresponding columnar arrays. Our DCE rule (Section 5.1) eliminates

unreachable columnar arrays, preventing them from being scheduled for code generation, as shown

in the highlighted parts of Figure 10c.

Empirical Evaluation. We evaluate the effectiveness of precise DCE on large-scale realistic

queries from the TPC-H benchmark (Scale Factor 10), using the same experimental setup as

Section 7.2. Figure 11 summarizes the results of running the queries with and without DCE. We

observe a maximum speedup of 2.1x and an average speedup of 1.5x across all queries.

8 RELATEDWORK
Graph-based IRs for Imperative Languages. Program dependence graphs (PDGs) [Ferrante

et al. 1987] include explicit data and control dependencies which allow many optimizations to run

in a single pass and incrementalize dataflow computations. Our work shares these qualities, e.g., in
the code motion and tree generation phase. Similarly, the graph-based IR by Click and Paleczny

[1995] is an enhanced form of static single assignment form (SSA) [Cytron et al. 1991] that has

been used in production and research compilers, such as the Java HotSpot compiler [Paleczny
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et al. 2001] and Truffle/Graal [Duboscq et al. 2013; Würthinger et al. 2013]. However, these works

target first-order imperative languages, while our IR targets higher-order functional languages with

effects. Notably our IR has a type system based on reachability and effects [Bao et al. 2021], which is

novel in this area. General-purpose typed graph representations are becoming more commonplace

in compilers. For instance, MLIR [Lattner et al. 2021] can be classified as an extensible DSL for

compiler infrastructures.

Graph Reduction and Rewriting for 𝜆-Calculi. Pure functional language compilers have a

quite different notion of graph IR. Terms in the 𝜆-calculus correspond to terms in combinatory logic

which effectively yields simplified IRs for functional programs in point-free style, i.e., devoid of

variables and bindings [Turner 1979;Wadsworth 1971]. Due to referential transparency, combinatory

terms can be presented as graphswith zero code duplication, and optimizations apply simultaneously

to all occurrences. Graph reduction techniques later became popular for implementing non-strict

functional languages [Johnsson 1984; Peyton-Jones 1987; Peyton-Jones and Salkild 1989; Turner

1979]. A closely-related notion is term-graph rewriting [Barendregt et al. 1987], and both are inter-

derivable [Danvy and Zerny 2013; Zerny 2013]. Our work deals with impure functional languages

so that referential transparency and the sharing properties of a combinator graph are lost. Moreover,

our reliance on sets of variables and effects on variables is incompatible with the point-free style.

Functional Compilers and High-Performance DSLs. Elliott et al. [2003] propose a framework

for compiling embedded DSLs that contains optimizations including CSE and code motion. Code

motion is implemented by first converting the input program into a directed acyclic graph (DAG).

After let-bindings are introduced for CSE in the DAG, expressions in loop bodies that are not

dependent on the loop variable are candidates for code motion. More fine-grained constraints

ensure that it moves the largest such expression that does not incur additional re-computation.

Early LMS [Rompf 2012; Rompf et al. 2011] and Delite [Sujeeth et al. 2014] systems did not allow

sharing between mutable objects or nested mutable references, and rely on DSL writers to manually

annotate side effects. Thus, they can only perform loop fusion in the phase of code generation. As

shown in Section 7.1, this work allows us to add another abstraction layer into LMS, i.e., translating
a DSL into a typed imperative graph IR, instead of directly translating into low-level code. This

treatment separates optimization from code generation, thus enhances the modularity of LMS by

progressively lowering the level of abstraction.

Futhark [Henriksen et al. 2017] is a functional data-parallel language targeting GPUs, similar to

our work, using types for local reasoning. Lift [Steuwer et al. 2017] employs a 𝜆-calculus IL and

graph IR for array computations on GPU backends. RISE and ELEVATE [Hagedorn et al. 2020],

successors to Lift, feature a DSL for optimization strategies, inspired by Stratego [Visser et al. 1998].

As demonstrated in Section 7.1, our work can lower tensor computations to GPUs with kernel

fusion [Wang et al. 2018, 2019b]. We could potentially support similar user-defined strategy DSLs.

Equality saturation and e-graphs [Nelson and Oppen 1980] have been adopted for compiler

optimization [Tate et al. 2009; Willsey et al. 2021]. However, their scalability in impure higher-order

languages is unclear. Integrating them with our graph IR is an interesting research direction.

Thorin [Leißa et al. 2015] is a graph IR for pure higher-order functional programs based on CPS

that tracks data dependencies only, whereas our graph IR supports impurity/effects in direct-style

functional programs, including complex usage patterns arising from mutability and higher-order

functions. Thorin calculates node dependencies by a transitive reachability analysis, while our

system uses reachability types to first determine transitively aliased sets as potential dependency

candidates, before further narrowing these down by considering their usage effects.
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Whole-program Optimization. MLton [Weeks 2006] reduces polymorphic and higher-order

programs to a first-order SSA-based IR using monomorphization, inlining, and defunctionaliza-

tion, enabling traditional intraprocedural optimizations but causing code duplication and longer

compilation times due to being whole-program.

In contrast, our approach works directly on unmodified higher-order and potentially polymorphic

program representations, enabling high-level rewriting rules (e.g., map/loop fusion (Sections 2

and 7.1) and modular application to program units, resulting in benefits such as faster compilation

times and late binding against libraries.

Code Motion. Classical code motion algorithms over CFGs aim to eliminate redundant com-

putation based on expensive program analyses identifying unnecessary or loop-invariant com-

putations [Cytron et al. 1986; Knoop et al. 1992b, 1994]. However, loop-invariant code motion is

bound to the structure of a pre-existing CFG, thus cannot move code where no block exists. The

lexical structure in our graph IR avoids these problems and has more degrees of freedom when

moving code. Based on Click [1995]’s work, our code motion algorithms work over graph IRs and

schedule instructions. In addition, we take advantage from the dependencies and effects information

provided by our type system. We also consider higher-order functions as a basic ingredient of our

IR and can move entire pure functional blocks, which are not considered by Click’s IR and code

motion algorithm. Barany and Krall [2013] extends Click’s work with a spilling algorithm that

performs global code motion for effectful programs in the phase of machine instruction scheduling.

Our code motion algorithm is applied in the stage of code generation.

Type-and-Effect Systems. Ownership type systems [Clarke et al. 2013; Noble et al. 1998] have a

long history of structuring memory resources. As a close cousin to those systems, we are the first

to use reachability types [Bao et al. 2021] to extract effect dependencies in an IR and use them to

perform optimizations. Benton et al. [2009, 2006] study the use of effect information to identify

valid transformations over higher-order effectful programs. However, computations with write

effects cannot be eliminated even if they are not observed by the rest of the program. We go a step

further, and use effects and aliases to derive precise dependencies that track last uses. Therefore,

we are able to soundly remove certain non-observable effectful computations.

9 CONCLUSION
This work bridges a long-standing gap in graph-based compiler optimization, enabling affordable

global optimizations for impure higher-order programs using reachability types, effects, and high-

level IR graphs with lexical structure. We have formalized and proved type-and-dependency safety,

and our experimental evaluation demonstrates competitive performance on a variety of benchmarks.
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